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Abstract  
This paper proposes a methodological framework for trajectory generation in projective space. The framework 
en-ables trajectories that respect rigidity constraints of structure and motion, that are furthermore uniform and 
optimal in terms of Euclidean configuration, eventhough no camera calibration is assumed.  
In a projective reconstruction of the scene, obtained e.g. from an uncalibrated stereo-rig, the homography 
between corresponding feature points on a rigid object in different positions is employed to represent its spatial 
configuration. From its algebraic structure -it is similar to a rigid motion -decoupling of rotation and translation, 
and uniform interpolation of trajectories are derived.  
Speaking in robotic terms, the merely point-to-point definitions of goals, as present in current approaches to vi-
sual servoing, are extended to a guarded motion along via points on complete-path trajectories which result from in-
terpolation of a demanded type of motion. Translationonly, rotation-first, rotation-last task-functions are further 
explicited.  
 
Introduction and motivation  
Computer vision in robotics started as off-line system for part-or landmark-recognition, trajectory planning or mobile 
robot navigation, and computer-aided quality control. From the continuing increase in the capabilities of these 
systems and especially from the decrease of run-time towards real-time, the integration of computer vision into the 
on-line loop has become feasible. In consequence, the do-main of vision systems has extended to object detection, 
object tracking and pose estimation for the purposes of obstacle avoidance, target tracking, execution monitoring, 
and finally for position-based control. The respective control laws run an open loop which consists of successive but 
well separated stages, one for determining the position of the manipulator and one for correcting this position by 
actuator motions towards the control objective. These approaches are classified as “look-and-move” [6].  
1.1 Closed-loop image-based approach  
Further reduction of cycle time nowadays allows a full integration of dynamic visual sensor input into closed-loop 
feedback control [3]. In contrast to open-loop control, a closed-loop is less sensitive to inaccuracies in calibration, is 
robust to disturbances during execution, requires however careful design of its dynamics in order to ensure con-
vergence and stability [12]. Indeed, such dynamic visual servoing systems have recently been developed. They are 
called ”image-based”, since the target is given merely in terms of images, e.g. by a set of image points, since the 
error-function is a distance between the current and the desired configuration of these image points, and since the 
control-law reduces this error by servoing a robot in closedloop mode without explicitely determining pose or spatial 
structure [5]. For these control-laws, local convergence and stability in presence of calibration errors has been 
demonstrated [2]. The principal deficiencies are that these approaches enable only point-to-point goals, that 
trajectories are not further confined, particularly that they are not optimal, that vanishing features due to occlusion or 
loss of focus often result in divergence, and that even in case of complete visibility convergence is guaranteed only 
locally. All these are consequences of the fact that rigidity of structure and motion is no longer ensured when 
calculations are solely image-based. More figuratively, the straight-forward descend on the gradient of image error in 
P-controllers does not “look-ahead”. So, either local minima might trap the controller before reaching the final goal 
or sudden changes in error due to occlusion or loss of focus cause divergence. Furthermore, trajectories induced by 
image-based gradient descend are neither physically valid nor optimal, i.e. they tend to deform structure by violating 
rigidity of motion and additionally fail to constrain motion to the shortest path towards the goal and direction of 
approach. 
 
1.2 Generic task-functions  
In this paper, we propose a method for complete-path goal definition and subsequent generation of optimal 
trajectories for image-based visual servoing. Although just weakly calibrated stereo-rigs are assumed, trajectories 
respect rigidity and guarantee shortest path-to-goal. At first, trajectories are calculated in projective space from a 
spatial reconstruction of the scene. They are later reprojected to the images  
to serve as set-points for image-based control.  




include translation-only, parallel-translation, rotation-first, rotation-last trajectories. A Cartesian-move mode in pro-
jective space should also be feasible. These occur quite often in pratice. For instance, the list of orders given by an 
operator in video-based telemanipulation constitutes 
w 






Figure 1: Pin-hole camera model.  
2.2 Intrinsic geometry  
A canonical affine frame D is attached to the video-camera (CCD), such that the u-v-origin is the pixel origin, the u-
axis is parallel to pixel columns, the v-axis is again parallel to image scan-lines, and the w-axis is parallel to the 
optical axis with unit length f in negative z-direction. Units on the u-and v-axis are in pixel of width 1/ku and of 
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The deviation of the u-axis from orthogonality to v introduces a affine skew in the focal plane by kuv .  
2.3 Image projection  
In D, normalization with γ yields affine space coordinates [U, V, W]
T 
of N . Normalizing with γW results in image 
coordinates [u, v]
T 
in pixel.  
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= γW  
. • grasp object, e.g. fix, load part  
. • lift object, e.g. car disassembly  
. • put-down object on table, e.g. surface mount  
. • insert peg into hole, e.g. plug in socket  
. • turn object, e.g. turn valve  
. • drag object, e.g. move heavy load  
. • parallel alignment of tool to target, e.g. driver to screw  
. • perpendicular alignment of tool and planar target, e.g. drill normal to surface  
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focal plane (Fig. 1) .  
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